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Abstract. Both Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) and tabling - as im-
plemented in XSB - are powerful enhancements of Prolog systems, based
on fix point computation. Until now they have only been implemented
in separate systems. This paper presents the work involved in porting
a CHR system to XSB and in particular the technical issues related to
the integration of CHR with tabled resolution. These issues include call
abstraction, answer projection, entailment checking, answer combination
and tabled constraint store representations. Di!erent optimizations re-
lated to tabling constraints are evaluated empirically. The integration
requires no changes to the tabling engine. We also show that the per-
formance of CHR programs without tabling is not a!ected. Now, with
the combined power of CHR and tabling, it is possible to easily intro-
duce constraint solvers in applications using tabling, or to use tabling in
constraint solvers.

1 Introduction

XSB (see [19]) is a standard Prolog system extended with tabled resolution.
Tabled resolution is useful for recursive query computation, allowing programs
to terminate in many cases where Prolog does not.

Parsing, program analysis, model checking, data mining, diagnosis and many
more applications benefit from tabled resolution. We refer the reader to [1] for
a coverage of XSB’s SLG execution strategy.

Constraint Handling Rules, or CHR for short, are a high level rule-based
language (see [10]). As opposed to the top-down execution of XSB, it performs a
bottom-up fixpoint computation. While CHR has currently many applications, it
has been designed for writing constraint solvers in particular. Indeed, its compact
and declarative syntax is excellent for prototyping succinct constraint solvers.
Although its performance is not on par with constraint solvers written in lower-
level languages, its flexibility and ease of use do favor a wider use. We refer the
reader to [11] for an overview of CHR.

CHR is not a self-contained but an embedded language. Although versions of
CHR for Haskell and Java do exist, Prolog is its original and natural host. Just
as the traditional combination of Constraint and Logic Programming [14], the
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combination of CHR with Logic Programming seems to be the most powerful
and expressive combination.

However, by integrating CHR with not just any standard Prolog system,
but XSB with tabled resolution, we get an even more powerful and express-
ive system. This system integrates both the bottom-up and top-down fixpoint
computations, the favorable termination properties of XSB and the constraint
programming of CHR. This combined power enables programmers to easily write
highly declarative programs that are easier to maintain and extend.

This proposed integration implies quite a number of implementation chal-
lenges that have to be dealt with. Firstly, a CHR system for non-tabled use in
XSB is needed, as it does not come with one already. In Section 2 we explain how
an existing CHR system was ported to XSB with minimal changes to that CHR
system. The attributed variables implementation in XSB was extended to full
functionality in the process. Benchmarks show that no performance overhead
is incurred for non-tabled use and that it is even on par with the commercial
SICStus Prolog system.

Secondly, the CHR system requires integration with tabled execution. In
Section 3 we present the di!erent interaction issues. We propose a solution to
the conflict of the global CHR store with the required referential transparency
of tabled predicates. Also two representations of tabled constraints are analyzed
and a mechanism for answer constraint projection is presented. In addition,
we study issues regarding answer entailment checking and advanced techniques
for aggregate-like answer combination. The performance impact of tabling and
several of the mentioned concepts are measured on a small constraint program.
Throughout, we propose a declaration-based approach for enabling particular
mechanisms that, in the spirit of both CHR and XSB, preserves the ease of use.

Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 4 and discuss related and possible
future work.

2 The CHR System

Initially the CHR system described in this paper was written for the hProlog
system. hProlog is based on dProlog (see [8]) and intended as an alternative
backend to HAL (see [7]) next to the current Mercury backend. The initial
intent of the implementation of a CHR system in hProlog was to validate the
underlying implementation of dynamic attributes (see [6]).

The hProlog CHR system consists of a preprocessor and a runtime system:

– The preprocessor compiles embedded CHR rules in Prolog program files into
Prolog code. The compiled form of CHR rules is very close to that of the
CHR system by Christian Holzbaur, which is used in SICStus [13] and YAP
[3]. The preprocessor allows for experimentation with optimized compilation
of CHR rules, both through static inference and programmer declarations.

– The runtime system is nearly identical to that of Christian Holzbaur: suspen-
ded constraints are stored in a global constraint store. Variables in suspended
constraints have attributes on them that function as indexes into this global



store. Binding of these attributed variables causes the suspended constraints
on them to trigger again.

Little di"culty was experienced while porting the preprocessor and runtime
system from hProlog to XSB. The main problem turned out to be XSB’s overly
primitive interface for attributed variables: it did not support attributes in dif-
ferent modules. Moreover, the actual binding of attributed variables was not
performed during the unification, but it was left up to the programmer of the in-
terrupt handler. This causes unintuitive and unwanted behavior in several cases:
while the binding is delayed from unification to interrupt handling, other code
can be executed in between that relies on variables being bound, e.g. arithmetic.
Due to these problems of the current XSB attributed variables, it was deemed
acceptable to model the attributed variables interface and behavior more closely
to that of hProlog. This facilitated the porting of the CHR system considerably.

2.1 Performance evaluation

We have not adapted the compilation scheme of the CHR preprocessor in any
way to accommodate the integration of CHR with tabling (see Section 3). We
have only given in to a few minor changes for performance reasons, such as
replacing calls to once(G) with (G -> true) as XSB does not inline the former.

Hence we show that the performance of CHR without tabling is not com-
promised in XSB. To do so we compare the results of eight benchmarks [17] in
XSB with those in hProlog, the origin of the CHR preprocessor, and SICStus,
the origin of the runtime system and one of the first systems to feature CHR.

The following causes for performance di!erences are to be expected:

– Firstly, we expect the outcome to be most heavily influenced by the relative
performance di!erence on Prolog code as the CHR rules are compiled to
Prolog: we have observed that plain Prolog in SICStus is on average 1.39
times faster than in XSB and hProlog is 1.85 times faster than XSB.

– Secondly, the results may be influenced by the slightly more powerful optim-
izations of the CHR preprocessor in hProlog and XSB. To eliminate these
e!ects we have disabled all advanced optimizations not performed by the
SICStus CHR compiler. In addition, the checking of guard bindings has
been disabled in both systems. This does not a!ect the benchmarks, since
no binding or instantiation errors occur in the guards. This increases the
fairness of comparison since hProlog’s analysis of redundant checks is more
powerful and it does not intercept instantiation errors.

– Thirdly, the implementation and representation of attributed variables di!ers
between the three systems. The global constraint store of CHR is represen-
ted as an attributed variable and it may undergo updates each time a new
constraint is imposed or a constraint variable gets bound. Hence, the com-
plexity and e"ciency of accessing and updating attributed variables easily
dominates the overall performance of a CHR program if care is not taken.
Especially the length of reference chains has to be kept short, as otherwise



accessing the cost of dereferencing the global store may easily grow out of
bounds.
In hProlog much care has been taken in choosing a representation and corres-
ponding implementation of the necessary operations, to take these considera-
tions into account. SICStus and XSB have di!erent low-level representations
that do not allow to limit the cost of dereferencing equally well.

Table 1 shows the results for the benchmarks. All measurements have been
made on an Intel Pentium 4 2.00 GHz with 512 MB of RAM. Timings are in
milliseconds. The Prolog systems used are hProlog 2.4, SICStus 3.11.0 and our
extension of XSB 2.6.

From the results we learn that hProlog is the fastest for CHR, as was the
case for plain Prolog. Both SICStus and XSB are much slower than hProlog for
CHR than for plain Prolog. However, on average XSB is SICStus’s equal.

The huge di!erence between hProlog and the other two systems cannot
simply be explained by the di!erence in runtimes of plain Prolog. The repres-
entation of attributed variables and the implementation of operations on them,
seems to play a very important role in most of the benchmarks. The more e"-
cient implementation of hProlog and XSB’s CHR runtime and generated code
mostly explains the smaller gap between SICStus and XSB.

All in all, XSB is not far behind SICStus in performance of CHR programs.
This is quite remarkable considering that SICStus is clearly faster for plain
Prolog programs. Future optimizations of the XSB CHR compiler may improve
XSB’s CHR performance even further. However, it is certainly worthwhile to
consider changing the low-level implementation of attributed variables in XSB
to follow more closely that of hProlog. Such a change would be orthogonal to
the CHR system and other applications of attributed variables would benefit as
well.
Table 1. Runtime performance of 8 CHR benchmarks in hProlog, SICStus and XSB.

Benchmark hProlog SICStus XSB
runtime relative runtime relative runtime relative

bool 870 100.0% 2,010 231.0% 1,729 198.7%
fib 1,240 100.0% 1,620 130.6% 2,509 202.3%
fibonacci 1,510 100.0% 4,260 282.1% 3,500 231.8%
leq 1,020 100.0% 1,250 122.5% 1,889 185.2%
primes 960 100.0% 1,870 194.8% 2,609 271.8%
ta 1,190 100.0% 2,240 188.2% 2,378 199.8%
wfs 850 100.0% 1,620 190.6% 2,039 239.9%
zebra 1,500 100.0% 7,050 470.0% 3,578 238.5%
average - 100.0% - 226.2% - 221.0%

3 CHR and Tabled Execution

The main challenge of introducing CHR in XSB is integrating the forward chain-
ing fixpoint computation of the CHR system with the backward chaining fixpoint
computation of tabled resolution.



A similar integration problem has been solved in [4], which describes a frame-
work for constraint solvers written with attributed variables for XSB. The name
Tabled Constraint Logic Programming (TCLP) is coined in that publication.

The main di!erence for the programmer between CHR and attributed vari-
ables for developing constraint solvers, i.e. the fact that CHR is a much higher
level language, should be carried over to the tabled context. Hence tabled CHR
should be a more convenient paradigm for programming constraint solvers in
than TCLP with attributed variables.

Indeed, the internals that are presented in the following can easily be hidden
from the user. All the user then needs to supply is the following declaration:

:- table_chr f(_,_) with Options.

meaning that the predicate f/2 should be tabled and it involves CHR con-
straints. A list of additional options may be provided. The meaning of this
declaration and the possible options are explained in the rest of this section.

In [4] the general framework specifies three operations to control the tabling
of constraints: call abstraction, entailment checking of answers and answer pro-
jection. It is left up to the constraint solver programmer to implement these
operations with respect to his solver implementation.

In the following we formulate these operations in terms of CHR. The oper-
ations are covered in significant detail as the actual CHR implementation and
the representation of the global CHR constraint store are taken into account.
Problems that have to be solved time and again for attributed variable con-
straint solvers are solved once and for all for CHR constraint solvers. Hence
integrating a particular CHR constraint solver requires much less knowledge of
implementation intricacies and decisions can be made on a higher level.

The di!erent steps in handling a call to a tabled predicate are depicted in
Figure 1. The di!erent steps are explained in the rest of this section. Section
3.1 covers the representation of CHR constraint stores in tables. Next Section
3.2 explains how a call to a tabled predicate is abstracted and how the answer
to the abstracted call is related to the original call. Section 3.3 proposes a high-
level way of specifying projection and Section 3.4 discusses entailment. Finally,
Section 3.5 finishes with an evaluation of tabling with several optimizations on
a small shipment problem.

3.1 Tabled Store Representation

As constraints can be part of a call or an answer of a tabled predicate, some
representation for them in call and answer tables is needed. In general, this rep-
resentation should allow comparing the constraints in a call with all call patterns
in the call table to select either a variant (under variant based tabling) or the
most specific generalization (under subsumption based tabling). Furthermore, it
should be possible to convert from the ordinary representation of the constraints
and back, for insertion into the call table and retrieval from the answer table.

In the following we investigate two possible representations and discuss the
complexity of variant checking.
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Two tabled CHR store representations Before considering constraint store
representations for tables, it is necessary to know a little about the ordinary
representation of the CHR constraint store. The global CHR constraint store is
an updatable term, containing suspended constraints grouped by functor. Each
suspended constraint is represented as a suspension term, including the following
information:

– the unique ID for sorting and equality testing
– the goal to execute when triggered, this goal contains the suspension itself

as an argument, hence creating a cyclic term.
– the propagation history containing for each propagation rule the tuple of

identifiers of other constraints that this constraint has interacted with

Furthermore, variables involved in the suspended constraints behave as indexes
into the global store: they have the suspensions stored in them as attributes.

One piece of information that is not maintained during the normal CHR
execution is the order in which constraints have been called. We will not do so
for the sake of tabling either as this would overly complicate matters. Hence, we
need to restrict ourselves to confluent3 programs to avoid unpredictable behavior.

Two di!erent tabled CHR store representations have been explored with:
the suspension representation and the naive representation. A discussion of their
respective merits and weaknesses as well as an evaluation follow.

Suspension representation Here we aim to keep the tabled representation as
close as possible to the ordinary representation. The idea here is to maintain
the propagation history of the tabled constraints. In that way no unnecessary
re-firing of propagation rules will occur after the constraints have been retrieved
from the table.

However, it is not possible to just store the ordinary constraint suspensions
in the table as they are. Firstly, the tables do not deal with cyclic terms. This
can be dealt with by breaking the cycles before storage and resetting them
3 A set of rules is confluent if the order in which the constraints are imposed does not

matter for the final state of the constraint store.



after fetching. Secondly, the unique identifiers have to be replaced after fetching
by fresh ones as multiple calls would otherwise create multiple copies of the
same constraints all with identical identifiers. Fortunately, attributed variables
themselves can be stored in tables (see [5]).

Naive Representation The naive representation aims at keeping the information
in the table in as simple a form as possible: for each suspended constraint only
the goal to pose this constraint is retained in the table. It is easy to create this
goal from a suspension and easy to merge this goal back into another constraint
store: it needs only to be called.

When necessary the goal will create a suspension with a fresh unique ID
and insert it into the constraint store. However in many cases it may prove
unnecessary to do so because of some simplification through interaction with
constraints in the calling environment.

The only information that is lost in this representation is the propagation
history. This may lead to multiple propagations for the same combination of
head constraints. For this to be sound, a further restriction on the CHR rules
is required: they should behave according to set semantics, i.e. the presence
of multiple identical constraints should not lead to di!erent answers modulo
identical constraints.

Evaluation of both representations To measure the relative performance of the
two presented representations, consider the following two programs:

prop
:- constraints a/1.
a(0) <=> true.
a(N) ==> N > 0

| M is N - 1, a(M).

p(N) :- a(N).

simp
:- constraints a/1, b/1.
b(0) <=> true.
b(N) <=> N > 0

| a(N), M is N - 1, b(M).

p(N) :- b(N).

For both programs the predicate p(N) puts the constraints a(1)...a(N) in
the constraint store. The prop program uses a propagation rule to achieve this
while the simp program uses an auxiliary constraint b/1. The non-tabled version
of the query p(N) or a(N) has time complexity O(N) for both the simp and the
prop program.

The two possible representations for the answer constraint store can be spe-
cified in the tabling declaration as follows:

:- table_chr p(_) with [representation(suspension)].

and
:- table_chr p(_) with [representation(naive)].

Table 2. Evaluation of the two tabled store representations.

representation(suspension) representation(naive)
program runtime space runtime space
prop 150 2,153,100 1,739 270,700
simp 109 1,829,100 89 270,700



Table 2 gives the results for the tabled query p(400) : runtime in milliseconds
and space usage of the tables in bytes. For both programs the answer table
contains the constraint store with the 400 a/1 constraints.

Most of the space overhead is due to the di!erence in representation: a sus-
pension contains more information than a simple call. However, the di!erence is
more or less a constant factor. The only part of a suspension in general that can
have a size greater than O(1) is the propagation history, that for prop is limited
to remembering that the propagation rule has been used. For the simp program
the propagation history is always empty.

The runtime of the prop version with the suspension representation is con-
siderably better than that of the version with the naive representation. In fact,
there is a complexity di!erence. When the answer is retrieved from the table for
the suspension representation, the propagation history prevents re-propagation.
Hence answer retrieval is O(N). For the naive representation on the other hand,
every constraint a(I) from the answer will start propagating and the complexity
of answer retrieval becomes O(N2).

On the other hand, for simp propagation history plays no role. The runtime
overhead is mostly due to the additional overhead of the pre- and post-processing
of the suspension representation as opposed to the simpler form of the naive
representation.

Variant checking The need to check whether two constraint stores are variants
of each other may arise at two occasions:

– With no or only partial call abstraction (see Section 3.2) a constraint store
is part of the call to the tabled predicate. The tabling system then needs to
check whether a previous call with a variant of that constraint store appears
in a table. If that is the case, the answer to the previous call can be reused.

– A limited form of entailment checking (see Section 3.4) is to check whether
a new answer constraint store is a variant of any previous answer constraint
store for the same call. In that case the new answer can be discarded.

We can consider this equality checking with the previously presented naive tabled
representation of constraints. In that representation the tabled constraints are
kept as a list of goals that impose the constraints. Any permutation of this list
represents the same constraint store. If two constraint stores are identical modulo
variable renaming, then they are variants.

In general, variant checking of constraint stores has exponential complexity. A
naive algorithm would be to consider all permutations of one constraint store. If
any one of the permutations equals the other constraint store, both are identical.
With heuristics this algorithm could be improved and for particular constraints
or even applications algorithms with a better complexity may exist. However
further exploration falls outside of the scope of this paper. The problem can be
ignored altogether, with possible duplication in tables as a consequence, or only
partially tackled, e.g. by simple sorting and pattern matching.



3.2 Call Abstraction

Call abstraction replaces the called goal with a call to a more general goal fol-
lowed by an operation that ensures that only the answer substitutions applic-
able to the particular call are retained. At the level of plain Prolog, abstraction
means not passing certain bindings in to the call. E.g. p(q,A) can be abstracted
to p(Q,A). This goal has then to be followed by Q = q to ensure that only the
appropriate bindings for A are retained.

In XSB call abstraction is a means to control the number of tables. When a
predicate is called with many di!erent instantiation patterns, a table is generated
for each such call instantiation pattern. Thus it is possible that the information
for the same fully instantiated call is present many times in tables for di!erent
call instantiation patterns. However, this duplication in the tables can be avoided
by using call abstraction to restrict to a small set of call instantiation patterns.

For constraint logic programming, call abstraction can be extended from
bindings to constraints: abstraction means removing some of the constraints on
the arguments. Consider for example the call p(Q,A) with constraint Q leq N
on Q. This call can be abstracted to p(Q’,A), followed by Q’=Q to reintroduce
the constraint.

Abstraction is especially of value for those constraint solvers where the num-
ber of constraints on a variable can be much larger than the number of di!erent
bindings for that variable. Consider for example a finite domain constraint solver
with constraint domain/2, where the first argument is a variable and the second
argument the set of its possible values. If the variable can be bound to at most
n values it can take as many as 2n di!erent domain/2 constraints, one for each
subset of values. Thus many di!erent tables would be needed to cover every
possible call pattern.

Varying degrees of abstraction are possible and may depend on the particular
constraint system or application. Full constraint abstraction, i.e. the removal of
all constraints from the call, is generally more suitable for CHR for the following
reasons:

– CHR rules do not require constraints to be on variables. They can be on
ground terms or atoms as well. It is not straightforward to define abstraction
for ground terms as these are not necessarily passed in as arguments but can
just as well be created inside the call. Hence there is no explicit link with the
call environment, while such a link is needed for call abstraction. As such,
only no abstraction or full constraint abstraction seem suitable for CHR.

– Full constraint abstraction is preferable when the previously mentioned table
blow-up is likely.

– As mentioned in the previous section, variant checking of constraint stores
can have exponential complexity.

Moreover, it may be quite costly for certain constraint domains to sort out
what constraints should be passed in to the call or abstracted away, involving
transitive closure computations of reachability through constraints. Hence often
full abstraction is cheaper than partial abstraction.



For CHR full abstraction requires the execution of the tabled predicate with
an empty constraint store. If the call environment constraint store were used,
interaction with new constraints would violate the assumption of full abstraction.

The code below shows how a predicate p/1 that requires tabling:
:- table p/1.
p(X) :- ...

is transformed into two predicates, where the first one is called, takes care of
the abstraction, calls the second predicate and afterwards combines the answer
with the previously abstracted away constraints.

p(X) :-
current_chr_store(CallStore)
set_empty_chr_store,
tabled_p(X1,AnswerStore),
set_chr_store(CallStore),
insert_answer_store(AnswerStore),
X1 = X.

:- table tabled_p/2.
tabled_p(X,S_A) :- ...

The further implementation of tabled p will be discussed in the next section.
The given answer constraints are merged into the current global CHR constraint
store by the predicate insert answer store/1. Given the naive representation
discussed in the previous section, this boils down to calling a list of goals to
impose the constraints.

The above transformation is not involved at all and can be easily automated,
hiding the internals of the CHR-tabling integration from the user. All the user
needs to supply is the arguments that are CHR constraint variables. We propose
the following declaration:

:- table_chr f(_,chr) with Options.
meaning that the predicate f/2 should be tabled, its first argument is an ordinary
Prolog variable and its second argument is a CHR constraint variable of which
all the constraints are abstracted away.

3.3 Answer Projection

Often one wants to project the answer constraint store on the non-local variables
of the call. The usual motivation is that constraints on local variables are mean-
ingless outside of the call. The constraint system should be complete so that no
unsatisfiable constraints can be lost through projection.

For tabling there is an additional and perhaps even more pressing motivation
for projection: a predicate with an infinite number of di!erent answers may be
turned into one with just a finite number of answers by throwing away the
constraints on local and unreachable variables.

In some cases it may su"ce to look at the constraints in the store separately
and given a set of non-local variables to decide whether to keep the constraint
or not. In those cases it may be convenient to exploit the operational semantics
of CHR and implement projection as a project/1 constraint with the list of



variables on which to project as an argument. Simpagation rules can then be
used to look at and decide what constraints to remove. A final simplification
rule at the end can be used to remove the project/1 constraint from the store.

The following example shows how to project away all leq/2 constraints that
involve arguments not contained in a given set V ars:
project(Vars) \ leq(X,Y) <=> \+ (member(X,Vars),member(Y,Vars)) | true.
project(Vars) <=> true.

Besides removal of constraints more sophisticated operations such as weak-
ening are possible. E.g. consider a set solver with two constraints: in/2 that
requires an element to be in a set and nonempty/1 that requires a set to be
non-empty. The rules for projection could include the following weakening rule:
project(Vars) \ in(Elem,Set) <=>

member(Set,Vars), \+ member(Elem,Vars) | nonempty(Set).

The predicate tabled p would then look like:
tabled_p(X,S_A) :- orig_p(X).

project([X]),
extract_store_representation(S_A).

Here the predicate extract store representation/1 converts from the or-
dinary global store representation to the naive tabled store representation, dis-
cussed in Section 3.1.

This approach is of course not general in the sense that certain constraint
domains may need more information than just the variables to project on, such
as more intricate knowledge of the contents of the constraint store. In addition
it relies on operational semantics and ordering of constraints. However, it is a
rather compact and high level notation and as such it might be possible to infer
conditions on its usage under which the technique is provably correct.

The project/1 call could easily be added by the automatic transformation
of the tabled predicate if the user supplies the projection option:

:- table_chr p(chr) with [projection].

3.4 Entailment checking and other answer combinations

In some cases some of the answers computed for a tabled predicate are redundant
and so need not be saved. Indeed there are cases in which for any tabled call
only one answer needs to be maintained. Consider for example that the answer
p(a,X) is already in the table of predicate p/2. Now a new answer, p(a,b) is
found. This new answer is redundant as it is covered by the more general p(a,X)
that is already in the table. Hence it is logically valid to not record this answer
in the table, but to simply discard it. This does not a!ect the soundness or
completeness of the procedure.

The idea of this answer subsumption technique is to reduce the number of
answers in the table by replacing two (or more) answers by a single answer.
Logically, the single new answer has to be equivalent to the disjunction of the
replaced answers. For ordinary tabled Prolog, each answer Hi can be seen as a
Herbrand constraint Answer = Term, e.g. Answer = p(a,X). Now, for any two
of these Herbrand constraints H0 and H1 the following two properties hold:



1. If the disjunction is equivalent to another constraint, that constraint is equi-
valent to one of the two constraints.

!H : H = H0 " H1 #$ !i % {0, 1} : H = Hi

2. If the conjunction is equivalent to one of the two constraints, the disjunction
is equivalent to the other.

!i % {0, 1} : H0 & H1 = Hj #$ H0 " H1 = Hj!1

These two properties suggest a possible strategy to compute the equivalent
single answer of two answers: check whether the conjunction of two answers is
equivalent to one of the two, then the other is the single equivalent answer.
Otherwise, there is no single equivalent answer.

We can include CHR constraints in the same logically sound idea of answer
subsumption. This path length computation will serve as an illustration:

dist(A,B,D) :- edge(A,B,D1), leq(D1,D).
dist(A,B,D) :- dist(A,C,D1), edge(C,B,D2), leq(D1 + D2, D).

Suppose appropriate rules for the leq/2 constraint in the above program,
where leq means less-than-or-equal. The semantics are that dist(A,B,D) holds
if there is a path from A to B of length less than or equal to D. In other words, D
is an upper bound on the length of a path from A to B.

If there is answer dist(n1,n2,D) :- leq(d1, D) already in the table and
a new answer dist(n1,n2,D) :- leq(d2, D), where d1 =< d2, is found, then
this new answer is redundant. Hence it can be discarded. Again this does not
a!ect the soundness, since logically the same answers are covered.

Operationally, the same strategy as proposed for ordinary Prolog can be used
to reduce two answer constraint stores s0 and s1 to a single answer store s. At
the end of the tabled predicate we merge a previous answer store s0 with a new
answer store s1. After merging the store will be simplified and propagated to
s by the available CHR rules. This combines the two answers into a new one.
This mechanism can be used to check entailment of one of both answers by the
other: if the combined answer store s is equal to one of the two, then that answer
entails the other: s0 & s1 = si(i % {0, 1}) =$ s1!i = s0 " s1.

The predicate insert answer store/1, mentioned in Section 3.2, can be
used for the conjunction of two constraint stores. We assume that one store is
the current global CHR constraint store.

When the above two answers of the dist/3 predicate are merged, the follow-
ing rule leq/2 rule will simplify the constraint store to retain the more general
answer: leq(X,D1) \ leq(X,D2) <=> D1 =< D2 | true.

Note that the dist/3 program would normally generate an infinite number
of answers for a cyclic graph, logically correct but not terminating. However, if it
is tabled with answer subsumption, it does terminate for non-negative weights.
Not only does it terminate, it only produces one answer, namely dist(n1,n2,D)
:- leq(d,D) with d the length of the shortest path. Indeed, the predicate only
returns the optimal answer.

The above strategy is a sound approach to finding a single constraint store
that is equivalent to two others. However, it is not complete: a single constraint
store may be equivalent to the disjunction of two others, while it is not equivalent
to one of the two. This is because, the first property for the Herbrand constraints



does not hold for all constraint solvers, e.g. leq(X,Y )" leq(Y,X) = true. Never-
theless it is a rather convenient strategy, since it does not require any knowledge
on the particularities of the used constraint solver. That makes it a good choice
for the default strategy for CHR answer subsumption. Better strategies may be
supplied for particular constraint solvers.

For some applications one can combine answers with answer generalization
which does not preserve the logical correctness. An example in regular Prolog
would be to have two answers p(a,b) and p(a,c) and to replace the two of them
with one answer p(a,X). This guarantees (for positive programs) that no answers
are lost, but it may introduce extraneous answers. A similar technique is possible
with constrained answers. While this approach is logically unsound, it may be
acceptable for some applications if the overall correctness of the program is not
a!ected. An example is the use of the least upper bound operator to combine
answers in the tabled abstract interpretation setting of [2].

In summary, two additional options can be supplied to extend the automatic
transformation:
– canonical form(PredName ) specifies the name of the predicate that should

compute the (near) canonical form of the answer constraint store. This ca-
nonical form is used to check equivalence of two constraint stores.

– answer combination(PredName ) specifies the name of the predicate that
should compute the combination of two answers, if they can be combined.
The value default selects the above mentioned default strategy.

A subsumption-based optimization technique The technique used in the dist/3
program is to replace the computation of the exact distance of a path with
the computation of an upper bound on the distance via constraints. Then, by
tabling the predicate and performing answer subsumption, the defining predicate
has e!ectively been turned into an optimizing one, computing the length of the
shortest path. It is a straightforward yet powerful optimization technique that
can be applied to other defining predicates as well, turning them into optimizing
predicates with a minimum of changes. No meta-programming to iterate over all
possible answers is required.

3.5 Evaluation of a shipment problem

Problem statement: There are N packages available for shipping using trucks.
Each package has a weight and some constraints on the time to be delivered. Each
truck has a maximum load and a destination. Determine whether there is a subset
of the packages that can fully load a truck destined for a certain place and all
the packages in this subset are delivered on time.

The problem is solved by the truckload program (see [17] for the source).
Packages are represented by clauses of pack/4, e.g.

pack(3,60,chicago,T) :- leq(4,T),leq(T,29).

means this is the third package, it weights 60 pounds, is destined for Chicago
and has to be delivered between the 4th and the 29th day. The truckload/4 pre-
dicate computes the answer to the problem, e.g. truckload(30,100,chicago,T)



computes whether a subset of the packages numbered 1 to 30 exists to fill up
a truck with a maximum load of 100 pounds destined for Chicago. The time
constraints are captured in the bound on the constraint variable T. There may
be multiple answers to this query, if multiple subsets that satisfy it exist.

We have run the program in four di!erent modes:

– Firstly, the program is run as is without tabling.
– Secondly, to avoid the recomputation of subproblems in recursive calls the

truckload/4 predicate is tabled with:
:- table_chr truckload(_,_,_,chr) with [representation(naive)].

– In a third variant the answer store is canonicalized by simple sorting such
that permutations are detected to be identical answers:

:- table_chr truckload(_,_,_,chr)
with [representation(naive),canonical_form(sort)].

– Finally, in the fourth variant we apply a custom combinator to the answers:
two answers with overlapping time intervals are merged into one answer with
the union of the time intervals. For example the disjunction of the following
two intervals on the left is equivalent to the interval on the right:

(1 ' T ' 3) " (2 ' T ' 4) #$ (1 ' T ' 4)

This variant is declared as, with interval union/3 the custom answer com-
binator:

:- table_chr truckload(_,_,_,chr)
with [representation(naive),answer_combination(interval_union)].

Table 3. Results for the truckload program

no tabling tabling
plain sorted combinator

load runtime runtime space answers runtime space answers runtime space answers
100 0 100 286 324 100 286 324 100 279 283
200 160 461 979 2,082 461 956 2,069 451 904 1,686
300 2,461 1,039 1,799 4,721 1,041 1,723 4,665 971 1,584 3,543
400 12,400 1,500 2,308 5,801 1.510 2,202 5,751 1,351 2,054 4,449
500 > 5 min. 1,541 2,449 4,972 1,541 2,365 4,935 1,451 2,267 4,017

Table 3 contains the results of running the program in the four di!erent
modes for di!erent maximum loads. Runtime is in milliseconds and has been
obtained on the same machine as in Section 2.1. For the modes with tabling the
space usage, in kilobytes, of the tables and number of unique answers have been
recorded as well.

It is clear from the results that tabling does have an overhead for small
loads, but that it scales much better. Both the modes with the canonical form
and the answer combination have a slight space advantage over plain tabling
which increases with the total number of answers. There is hardly any runtime
e!ect for the canonical form, whereas the answer combination mode is faster
with increasing load.



In summary, tabling can be useful for certain programs with CHR constraints
to considerably improve scalability. Canonicalization of the answer store and
answer combination can have a favorable impact on both runtime and table
space depending on the particular problem.

4 Related and Future Work

In this paper we have shown that it is possible to integrate the committed
choice bottom-up execution of CHRs with the tabled top-down execution of
XSB. In particular the issues related to the consistency of the global CHR store
and tables have been established and solutions have been formulated for call
abstraction, tabling constraint stores, answer projection, answer combination
(e.g. for optimization), and answer entailment checking.

Several ad hoc approaches to using constraints in XSB exist, such as a meta-
interpreter [15], interfacing with a solver written in C [9] and explicit constraint
store management in Prolog [16]. However, these approaches are quite cumber-
some and lack the ease of use and generality of CHR.

The main related work that this paper builds on is [4], which presents a
framework for constraint solvers written with attributed variables. Attributed
variables are a much cruder tool for writing constraint solvers though. Imple-
mentation issues such as constraint store representation and scheduling strategies
that are hidden by CHR become the users responsibility when he programs with
attributed variables. Also in the tabled setting, the user has to think through
all the integration issues of his attributed variables solver. For CHR we have
provided generic solutions that work for all CHR constraint solvers and more
powerful features can be accessed through parametrized options.

Guo and Gupta propose a technique for dynamic programming with tabling
([12]) that is somewhat similar to the one proposed here. During entailment
checking they compare a particular argument in a new answer with the value
in the previous answer and keep either one based on whether that argument
needs to be minimized or maximized. Their technique is specified for particular
numeric arguments whereas ours is for constraint stores. Further investigation
of our proposal is certainly necessary to establish the extent of its applicability.

In [18] we briefly discuss two applications of CHR with tabling in the field
of model checking. The integration of CHR and XSB has shown to make the
implementation of model checking applications with constraints a lot easier.
Indeed the next step in the search for applications is to explore more expressive
models than are currently viable with traditional approaches.

We still have to look at how to implement partial abstraction and the im-
plications of variant and subsumption based tabling. Partial abstraction and
subsumption are closely related. The former transforms a call into a more gen-
eral call while the latter looks for answers to more general calls, but if none are
available still executes the actual call.

Finally, we would like to mention that an XSB release with the presented
CHR system will soon be publicly available (see http://xsb.sf.net).
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